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I.I i n t r o d u c t i o n

As is well known neutrino mass (if It exists) Is

much smaller than masses of quarks and charged leptons

from the same generationL^* This concerns at least known

neutrinos, entering weak Lagrangian. As will be discussed

below it is more natural to interpret such a small neutrino

mass as Majorana mass» Therefore the question of neutrino

mass is closely related now to the question of lepton con-

servation. The function performed by Ltajorana mass is twofold

(as distinct from Dirac mass). The first (common for both

types of masses) is kinematical function when the mass is

considered as a quantity defining the position of the pole of

neutrino propagator. The presence of Uajorana and Dirac

masses could equally well explain for example the deviation

of Kurie spectrum from straight line in the vicinity of the

end-point, \}
e
 «-» О м *-» Jf oscillations t*J , dark .

mass of the Universe L^J. Besides Majorraa шазз terai И ^ О с *

carries double lepton <number i. and thus should lead to

the observable processes vrith Д L, и +2, the amplitude of

such processes being proportional to *vi
M
 . On. the other

hand the discovery of Д L * 2 proccssss would not unambigcus-



ly nean the existence of Ifejorana mass, ae there could exist

another lepton violating mechanisms. In this lecture we shall

describe some of the widely discussed processes which could

take place in the presence of Majorana masses and compare

this situation with the ease when Dirac masses are nonzero.

Before that we shall giro a short review of neutrino masses

phenomenology (part 2) and neutrino masses generation in GUT

(part 3)» We shall see from the comparison of different

phenomena sensitive to neutrino masses, that one of the

most interesting processes to be searched for experimentally

is neutrinoless double ft -decay ( Zfi(ov) -decay).

2. I t u t r i n o m a s s m a t r i x .

P h e n o m e n o l o g y .

Let us consider for the beginning one generation of fer-

mions, l/7 describing neutrino field of definite flavour,

say 0 e • fhen in the most general case the Lagrangian may

contain three types of mass terms L6»7J

.c. (1)

It is convenient to work with chiral components of the field

Indeces L and R describe the properties of two-

-coaponent spinors \)L> ^ with respect to Y^- -transfor-

mations ( Y r 0t> R = ± \)L> R) «ad not to the hellclty
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once neutrino masses are nonzero* ±n terms of chiral fields

\)
L
 end O D the Lagrangian (1) has the fora

.. «here

^X> - H* у УИ+ - - C**L * Л»я). (3)

When all the three terms in (2) are nonzero v^ and \)ц

are not anylonger eigenstates of the aass matrix. Bigenetates

(let's denote them as <^ and V^ ) «1th masses fi
±
 and

p 2 respectively are orthogonal superpositions of J
L

and ^^

Mixing angle f and паев eigenvalues /^i and р
г

when expressed in terms of 1ъ
ъ
 and Hi+ has tbe fozas

(5)

The inrerse traneformation looks as follows:



?or the case of neutrinas of Л' flavours v>̂

( i, a e, pi,T
f
 . .. ) the most general form of massive

bagrangian including all possible nixingsbetween different

flavors i»

(7)

Three л/» л/ matriciea in equation (7) cen be presented as

one L Ы x 2 V matrix ^ :

ihilf (8)

To diagonalize it one has to find 2 *f •* 2 rf matrix К

ezpresaing mass eigenstates ^ in terms of neutrino

'of definite flavour

(9)

where

H
 ..... V,1Л/

(10)

It is easy to see, th
r
.t the number of ei

C
enstatos

satisfyine condition



as well as the number of mass eigenvalues М
л
 is equal

to ZV •

For the unitary matrix К ( K+K =

--«" "t

It can be ahown, that the unitarity of K-matrix follow*

unambigously from the properties of kinetic terms in the -

Lagrangian.

In terms of diagonal fields

where ^ д з
 i e

 2//*2// mass matrix

i, 04)

How let's consider the case when weak interactions

contain only left-handed charged currents and is described

by the Lagrangian >

4 -
In terms of mass eigenstatee



Thaa for description of left-handed charged currente

it is necessary to knew only 2 v\f * /S matrix U^A i

and 2 .л/ mass eigenvalues. It can be shown that matrix

L T
A
 J_ contains 3 jJ - f* physically relevant para-

meters: (ЪА! -JJJ/Z mixing angles and the same number

of CP-odd phases. In the particular case, when y*
L
 4 O,

fan о - Илд> = 0 there are Л/ mass eigenstates, entering
fal1 J

left-handed weak interactions
1J
. Symmetrical mass matrix

Ил . is diagonalized by л/ * /J unitary matrix *J
A
 -

L
 ,

which contains now jd {M-1 j /Z nixing angles and the

ваше number of physical relevant CP-odd phases. For /J- 3

( t = €, f* , T ) the unitary matrix \JAL describing

charged currents can be written in the form

(17)

where C- s c*Jo(; . S; * V H K ; » ^ - CP-odd

phases. If the mass matrix is of Majorana typo, the number

of CP-odd phases is equal to 3. Note, that for Kobayashy-

-Maskawa description for quarks'- J ( where masses are of •

Dirac type) only one CP-odd phase is physically relevant. The

comparison of some particular forms of mass matrix ^M

(see eq. (8)) are given in the Table assuming weak interaction

contains only left-handed neutrinos.
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Table

Variant of tho .lumber of number of number of
model mass eigen- mixing CP-odd

values angles phases

1. Си,

3. *n
L
*tf,

3.5 e u t r i n o в а а • е a i n g a u g e t h e o r i e i

In this Section we consider the appearance of neutrino

masses as a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking» What kind

of neutrino masses are expected in a theories unifying different

interactions? Mechanisms leading to appearance of Dirae and

Majorana mass are quite different. The difference is connected

with the simple fact that Majотела mass does violate lepton num-

ber conservation law. Therefore soft generation of "leit" Majo-

rana masses means not only the breaking of SU(2)x0v1)-symraetry

hut also breaking of some additional symmetry associated with

lepton conservation» This symmetry is also broken by "right"

Majorena masses, which however leaves intact standard SU(2)x

xU(1)-symmetry. This symmetry (let's call it L-symmotry} сед be

either global or local one. If It-symmetry is global (as in the

standard model) then its spontaneous breaking should lead to the

appearance of massless Goldstone boson. It is a real physical

particle; which should bring a new physios at low energies.

Let's assume now that Ir-symoetry is gauged. If lepton number

conservation is exact, there should exist massless gauge field,

associated with unbroken L-symmetry. The absence of such a gauge

field with a sensible soupling to the locally conserved current

means that L-symmetry should be spontaneously broker. It's
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spontaneous breaking naturally leads to the appearance of

•ajorana ваш*. Hote, that in this ease symmetry breaking Is

not accompanied by appearance of any Baseless Goldstone boson»

«s it is eaten by Higgs mechanism.

4s for Dirac шаав it can be generated is a «ay analogous to

generation of quarks and charged lepton masses. Ihen the small»

ness of neutrino mass ie due to the fact that corresponding

Yukawa coupling constant is anomalously small.

Sow we shall give a short review of some concrete models

of neutrino mass generation, starting with the standard model.

It is known that the appearance of Majorana mass terms of

the form Мл
с
 0

L
C\)

L
 or У*ц^цСдц requires the extension

of Higgs and/or fermion sectors of the standard model. For

simplicity we consider one generation of fermions (say with

electron and up and down quarks). In the scheme proposed

in Ref. L -* the existence of new Higgs singlet JL° was

assumed, У- interacting with Majorana-like combination

of right neutrino:

Once ̂  is incorporated in the scheme the appearance of Mrac

mass is expected, its -value being of the order of (Dirac)

masses of other fernions from the aame generation.

Vow let*s assume that Jjt° field develops vacuum

expectation value < У } .It will mean the appearance of

"right" Itejorana mass Ии
й
 - к<Л*> . . If Ш

ц
» ) ц

л

this situation a.t low energies is equivalent to the presence



of eaall "left
11
 Hajorana mass of the order to

t
^

 3
y^

|f

The diagram illustrating the last statement is shown on Fig»

1 .

Pig. 1.

One has to remember that Hajorana propagator of right

neutrino includes C-matrix, С * * Xz ¥o . The inaginary

component of the fiald X = ^ [<.*•"> *«t + f ] des-

cribes maesless Goldstone boson, usually called Hajorem ^ -* •

It can transform into ^ ̂  pair with the coupling ргорогЯо-

nal to к б
 m
V"«« )

X
 .

In Refs.s-
12
»

1
2J

 t h e S C
he

m
e for the generation cf swOl left

Majorana mass without introduction of right components was

considered* Xn this scheme left Majorana тазз arises due to

v.e.v. of neutral component of Higgs triplet M , inter»

acting with Majorana-like combination of left leptone

\

Electric charges of the members of triplet H are de-

termined by U(1) invariancs:

the тасиша expectation value of the triplet < H *> s 1Г

should be «uch smaller then standard v.e.v. of doublet

U. «<«P*>'ve5O5eV in order not to chinge the canonical predic-

tions of the aod<»l '-
13
-'. The Higgs content of the model ie



rather complicated» Besides massless boson (Majoron) there are

the sealers which survive after the action of Higgs mechanism:

- two neutrals, one of then being very light with the

mass of the order of v.e.v. <И°> ;

- singly charged field, described by linear combination

UK"- J?V«P".
\/u

l
 + 2tr*' »

- doubly charged field H~~ .

Jar V < < 1Л the coupling of Uajorana to neutrino pair

has the form

Recently in Ref JHJ th* spontaneous breaking of B-L in SU(5)

in connection with the origin of left neutrino masses was

considered. Shis is straightforward extension of the model

proposed in Ref a. "
ii
«
1
-
J
J .it was shown that the low-energy

predictions are the same as in the standard SU(2)xU(1) model.

In the schemes described so far lepton sonservation was

associated with the global symmetry. Generation of M&jorana

•asses connected with the symmetry breaking was accompa-

nied by appearance of massless Majoron, which is weakly coupled

to all forations except for neutrinos. In a nodel based on

S0(10)-syametry the spontaneous breaking of lepton conservation

giring rise to neutrino Majorana masses does not lead to any

massle^s seal are because B-L is gauged. There are two

reasons for th* appearance of Hajorana masses in S0( 10)-models

1) As it w u iaentioned by Gell-Mann, aaoond and Slansky

the introduction of "right" Uajorana roasf Wi
 R
 (say of the

order of GU scale) allows to get rid of unreasonably large
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KLrae швее («в compared to experimental Halt) which could agppear

together with the masses of charged leptons and quarks and would

haw the same order of magnitude. Then at low energies neutrino,

entering weak Lagrangian will behave like тегу light Hajorana

particle with the mass \^
L
 *- ^

л
/ы

н
 «

2) The second reason was already mentioned: B-L cannot

be an exact symmetry, for there does not exist a "second

photon" - massless gauge field with a sensible coupling to

locally conserved B-L current»

The question of neutrino mass in S0(10)-model was described

in detail in Ref» I'
6
-». It is possible to produce the large

macs W
R
at the tree level if the existence of 126-plet of Biggs

ecalara is assumed.Then it»я most natural to.assune that тц is

of order of auperheavy mass, 10'' GeV, It is not necessary

hov/ever to introduce 126-plet of scalars to give Uajorana

mass to "right" neutrino. Аз it was shown in the absence

of a Higgs 126 0% will automatically acquire mass at the

two loop level, this contribution being much smaller than

10
1
- GeV. As a result the effective "left" Majorana mass

IM
L
 /ч,

 h4;b
/ivt

u
 i

fi
 auch larger than the estimate 10"* eV baaed

on an explicit Higgs 126. The numerical estimation of two

loop diagram leads to the following result: hn
L
 /N, 10 ' Hi«

where Ил. is the mass of the quark from the same generation»

Thus for example for the first generation h«
L
 /\/ 1 eV.

It is easy to extend the schemes described here for л/

generations of fermions taking into account possible mixing

between neutrinos of different flavour»
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4 , О i r • е v e r s u s 1 в j o r i s i B a s s e s
*

Here we «hall describe in some details widely diacuaaed

processes aeneitiTe to neutrino aasses and neutrino nixing,

paying particular attention, to the caaa of "left" liajorana

aasses.

Hcutri no oscillations. To find amplitudes of transitions

0. -* 0
K
 • \>i -» ?

K

 o n e
 *•• *°

 f i x
 "initial*

coaditioaa for the neutrino atate* It can be done considering

Г171

gedanken e x p e r i a e n t l I J

t ahown on f i g * 2 .

7V
Fig. 2.

Here neutrino la produced by charged lepton <-i ,

interacting with infinitely heavy nucleus localised at point

X
i
 • Due to the flavor-nondiagonal terms in the neutrino

•aas Lagrangian the atate 0 produced in this way la a

auperpoaition of mass eigenstates ^
A
 with the sane energy»

but with different momenta and helicities. At point Х
г

neutrino collides with another heavy nucleus and a charged

lepton i
K
 or an antilepton 4.

K
 are produced* Thia

choice of quaalexperiaental conditions allows to diacuss the

properties of oscillations in aost transparent way. The adap-

tation of the results to the conditions of real experiaent la

rather obvious» Below we derive amplitudes and effective

cross-sections for the above two-stage processes. She

expressions we obtain do not assuae that neutrino BASS
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la small compared to ita energy £ .

Conaider at flrat the ргосеая li -• ̂  -» /« «faio*

«loean't violate the leptoaio mmber. S-matrix of this

proceae la equal to

(21)

«here W!« , >Г
г
 and л/< > Л^ characterise the initial

and final nuclei atatea* j (ж) - charged leptonie

current

(the sum ia taken over leptonic flavoura v\ = e,
 y
VjT ),'

3*(-A - charged hadronic current; for heavy aplnleaa nuclei

T -.product of leptonic currenta ia reduced to

<
г г
>

eat

Subatitution of these expressions into S-aatirlx and integration
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i n 3>dimensional ZDomentum apace

(23)

leads to the following expression for S-matrix

Here Г
А
 * Jz*-ftf, Sj « £K

She cross section is

( г 5 )

where olSl
K
 is the solid angle of momentum p

K
 ; ^

and iT
K
 are the relocities of leptons -I; and /

x
 ,

respectively,

S-matrix for the process <i -+• \) —*• л.
к
 ±

в
 obtained

from Bq. (21) by replacement j^ (%) -*- j ^ (y) ; 3
X
^ ) -

—*" •? \ ̂U^ • "̂* -prodxict of leptonic currents contains now

the vacuum expectation <o \j ̂ д (О ̂
ь
^ М ° ^ "that is

nonzero only for Majorana neutrinos. In this case we have

^
 w h e r e

 С = iK
2
t
t
 and thus
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The similar calculations gives the matrix element for the

process •£"-*. j _* f + ?

Ч^Л
Л к
 (.,Uffc)(^>(

W
). (28)

We have used the relation UT
(-.PK)C - £Y/>*J valid for the eolu-

tion of Urae equation. - For the case when the momentum of

initial lepton J5̂  is parallel to L the cross sections

are proportional to:

(30)

Eq, (29) is a general one, whereas Eq. (30) is valid

only in the case when diagonal neutrinos are Kajorana

particles, (We assumed that weak currents are left-handed).

Fow let's consider some particular cases of neutrino mass

matrix.

1. Only left Hajorana masses are nonzero:

As it was shown in Section 2 symmetrical matrix ^ • is

diagonalized by unitary /J * M matrix UA K . Let us

calculate the total neutrino and antineutrino fluxes at

point X2 , which are characterised by quantities

^ t7K ̂ ^' "* "̂ K" ) «ad .21 ̂cr<V,"-* Л +
) respectively.

Due to the unitarity of matrix XT
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and we see that the total neutrino and antineutrino fluxes

separatly do not oscillate:

* "•< LA VJ (31)

к trK /» д M *• * ^ (32)

(33)

The sum rules (31) and (32) are valid for all energies

Z >$, Yn
 K
 , ( fa

 K
 - mass of charged lepton -t

 M
 ).

The fact that these sum rules are fulfilled separately for

-I) -» ̂ „ and <,- -*• -̂
K
 transitions means,tha* there are

no oscillations between neutrinos and antineutrinos in

Hajorana case. The presence of antineutrino in the neutrino

beam does not yet mean the appearance of v>
(
 «-• \J

K
 oscillations.

Consider for example // * 2 ( >̂ € and \Ji« >. Let the

initial lepton be electron: <c. =• e~ • The production of ̂ "

means then that 0 e «r* 0^ oscillations take place, the

increase of 0« being due to the decrease of 0 e . The

sum of probabilities to find 0 e and Ом, in the beam

is constant, as follows from Eq. (31) (more precisely propor-

tional to * Д
г
 )• So the oscillations take place only

between v)
c
 and 0* and independently between ^e and
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Vj» . The picture looks so as if electron produces 0 a

already with \>e, v^ admixture and neutrinos and anti-

neutrinos oscillate later separately. The amplitudes of w>e

and vL admixture are proportional at point X, to

the elements of the Uajorana mass matrix "*ee

respectively,

2. In the most general ease neutrino mass Lagrangian

includes both Dirac and Majorana masses and are given by

Eq, (7)» £ У х / ioatrix U>j< entering the amplitude

for the processes •£{ -* 0-+ £~ is now a part of 2 ti * 2 A/

unitary matrix К (see Eq. (10)). Equations (29) and

(30) for cross sections are valid in this case as well but

unitary condition now has the form

The second term in Eq. (34) corresponds to the contribution

of sterile states and consequently 22. VAU t/*
B
 £ °АЬ •

The cross sections of -с,- -* -£K and -/,- -• -^ summed

over * can therefore oscillate ев neutrino produced at

point X
t
 can transform into sterile states,

3*0nly Dirac masses are nonzero. The analysis of this

possibility is rather simple. The cross section of the

process /, -*• \>-* -C
K
 is given by Eq, (29) and the process

^ " - • O - » ^ i» forbidden. As in the case of left-handed

Majorana neutrinos the cross sections satisfy the sum rule

(3D.

The results obtained here are valid for general form

of complex matrix \J allowing for CP-nonconservation, For
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jj a 3 ( £t в e, yw > T ) there are three physically relevant

CP-odd phases in Hajorana case and one in Dirac case. Hower«r

by measuring 0; <-* \)
K
 oscillations it is possible

to find only one CP-odd phase. This can be easily seen by

substitution the explicit form of matrix JJ given by

Eq. (17) into Eq. (24) characterising vhe amplitude of

î *"* ^к oscillations. To find the other CP-odd phases it

io neoeseary to aearch for J,-* ^ transitions which are

hardly possible in the nearest future because their amplitu-

des are proportional to ^^/t • Thus we see that

measuring neutrino oscillations it is impossible to distin-

guish between Dirac and Uajorana'mass matrix.

ft> -spectrum. The Influence of neutrino masses on the shape of

/i-spectrum is pure kinematical effect. Therefore it*e impossible

to distinguish between them by searching for the deviation

of Xurie spectrum from the straight line. If electron neutrinc

is mixed with some others (say, neutrino of another flavour

or/.ind their antineutrino including 0
e
 ) the R -spectrum

has rather peculiar form. Consider the simplest example,when

neutrino is the superposition of two mass eigenstates:

2.

The probability of the ft -decay ist

where

f '
4r/
i2. (36)
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f*A - mass eigenvalues, ^o — ^ e * ^ j # °<

mixing angle. The shape of Kurie spectrum, defined by

2
is shown in Fig. 3.

Note, that the ratio AB:AC (see Fig. 3) is equal to

Therefore the precise measurement of Kurie spectrum can

give rather rich information about neutrino mass matrix.

For // neutrino eigenstates

(37)

there are Л* thresholds in the spectrum instead of tv/o

shown in Fig, 3*

In the region E
e
 < E

e
 - v*e».x{ ̂ A } the spectrum is

sensitive to some effective electron neutrino mass

(38)



Keutrinoloaa double
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-decay.

This decay should appear if Majorana mass of electron neutrino

is not equal to toro. The amplitude of the Ifr(oj)- decay

is proportional to h»£ft -diagonal matrix element of Majo~

rana mass matrix hif in nondiagoml representation»
(Д

Later we . shall discuss also some other mechanisms which

can contribute to the amplitude of 2fl (oS) -decay.

For the beginning we shall find the contribution of Majorana

mass. This was done in Refs. [18; 1i] .It seems easier

to derive the expression for the matrix element of decay

jj -» jJ e~e* in a Lorentz-covariant way starting from

S-matrix in the form

(39)

OM(*J - hadronic current. The effective neutrino propagator

is proportional to
 e

V<}
2
 »' and thus the forces acting

between two nucleons (or two quarks) in diagram of Fig. 4

are Coulomb-like lorces.

п(Л)
e

PCu)

i Wi

иЫ)
e»

t>(*)

ig. 4.
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The dependence on spins and momenta of final electrons is

defined by the factor

C*t)

After Pauli principle is taken into account this transforms

into

The nuclear matrix element {rf Р р Л > ^ IJ^/opi for

two-nucleon mechanism in nonrelativistic limit has the

from

Indicies ^̂  <̂ refer to nucleons. Finally the matrix

element of the decay can be written ав

(2.Ы \

The probability of the decay equals to

«her* /̂  - Coulomb corrections!

2 к
1
* 2

is the energy released. Here we neglected electron mass
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in comparison with й • The main uncertainties in

numerical estimates of the decay probability are due to

low accuracy in the estimations of nuclear matzdx element.

As an exrmiple let us put nuclear matrix element equal to

*/R »
 w n e r e

 ^ *
s
 *

h e
 radius of tht- nucleous. Then from

2 1
experimental limit Ty

a
 > 2»10

21
yr fcr ̂ C a ^

20
^ it follows

that 2 ̂ u
t
< tJO eV. (Note, that in the case when **»

t
- *

= 0 ezcept for Ж
е е
 electron . neutrino is the

mass eigensTate with the mass **\)
t
 - 2 ^cg, )• In. general

case

(43)

i7here Мд is mass eigenvalues. Hote, that the operator

responsible for nuclear transition (зее Eq. (40)) has vacuum

quantum numbers. Therefore Za^oO^-deeay in case of nonzero

L'ajorana mass occures without changing of spin and parity

of nuclei. The 0
+
 —у 0

+
 nuclear transitions are of

practical interest..
о

If Majoron M exists there should take place also 2 & -

decay //-•-W 'e~e~ M° H'j^ described by diagram of

Pig.5.
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The corresponding matrix exement can be calculated in a

similar way and has the form

(44)

т^о - wave function of M° , /fe - coupling constant

of ^ajoron to neutrinos, ̂ ote,- that nuclear matrix rleraent is

just the same as for decay Z&;o<i) . This is

because Fourier transformation of [|)((-н)1 ( К is

Hajoron momentum) gives the same result as
 К

/Л . The

probability of the decay *f -*• Я e"e" M° is given by ,

(45)

The ratio of probabilities of decays sf-* jS <2~e~ M and

jj-bjj'e'e.' equals to

w
(46)

and does not depend on nuclear matrix element. In the model

isL12,13J

neutral

written

neutrino

component

as

niess l^v\
ee
 =

of triplet,

' • ( — I
Т.* V v ' >

and the

= <f

°> .
ratio

wher

(46)

e H
e

can be

(47)

Аз is mown the main signature of neutrinoless 2 & -

I - —

& e

'r r I - — •

-decay ,л/ -• Л/ & e is the fixed total energy E=£, + £ 2

carried by electrons. In case of decay jJ-*/Se~e.~h*& part of
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the energy is carried away by Majoron. The distribution отег

£ = £| *• Zz is described by

and is shovm in Fig* 6.

Fig. 6.

Here again we neglected И^
е
 in comparison with 4

Majorana mass is not the only mechanism contributijsg to

the amplitude of 2Р>(ОУ)} -decay. The models <- "J cited

here provide mechanisms like those shown in Fig, 7.

ci

\ и"" ,„-е
А •e.

Fig. 7.
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f2i!
Recently Schechter and ValleL J estimated their contribution

and showed that it is negligible with respect to the contri-

bution of Majorona raass. IHrrtherinore, under some resonable

assumptions it wae shovm *• •* ihat the existence of Zftfro)-

-decay impliee nonzero liajorana mass terra of the form

Vv\
L
 v

L
 С 0^

 #
 These assumptions are:

1) Weak interactions are described by gauge theory;

2) There exist Я*в coupled to ( С V, ) curreuts as

well as to (ud)-current;

3) Crossing symmetry.

Consider the transition e
+
dd —^ uue" which is the

crossing process with respect to 2.&(•<>$) ~decay dd — v

uue~e~. Let the
 H
bleck box" shown on Pig. 2 be some

mechanism responsible for the process e
+
dd — • uue"

,. J . j

\\\ f
*e

Closing quark lines and connecting them with leptonic lines

by W-bosons we obtain the diagram (Pig. 5 ) which gives

rise to "left" Major ana mass term of the form Wi
e t
 «̂t̂ -̂ ei .

So among the three processes considered above

ZP> (°^) -decay is the only one which enables to distinguish

between Dirac and Majorana masses. Note, that due to the pro-

perties of matrix U the mass entering the amplitude of

1 pCoj) -decay Hrtjft - ZZ. U
tA
 |*

л
 is always smaller

then the effective neutrino mess ^иД, -[«£ !Чм| 2
 N J %

гаеазигеа by tritium /V -spectrum: ^
2 ( 1

 ^ vv\̂ V,
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5. C o n c l u d i n g r e m a r k s

Prom the phenoiuenological point of view neutrino Lagran-

£ian may contain three types of mass terms ( IML , ки ̂  and

Ы ^ ) . In the most general case there are Z/J mass eigen-

statea which are superpositions of two-component neutrinos

v?- and v/ ( i, к =1» 2,... 11). All types of masses can

e.riae in a gauge aodels described abor»»It is more natural

to expert that either 1л*1
и
ф0, ̂ Ид - *Нл -0 or ^ *

= 0, У\л^ < < V*
 д
 , Я-ijj being of the order of typical

пазэ of the generation. At low energies these tv/o possibi-

lities are indiscernible, because in the second cr.se left

neutrino will look like Kbjorana particle with the mass

^л / fy . In a model where blajorana mass arises due

to spontaneous breaking of global symmetry the tnassless

Goldstone boson (Juajoron) should exist. Its interaction

with neutrino pair, M ° -* ON) , provides some new observab-

le phenomena at low energies. In particular there should

take place nuclear Z/i -decay jsf -• /J e~&~ M° »

which can compete with the "usual" 2iif0v>)-decay л/-* л/ е~е~ .

Searching for double (Ъ -decay seens very important at

present, as it is practically the only process which can

help to distinguish between Dirac and Llajorana masses.

Purtheemore the discovery of 2ftfоv) -decay would most

probably mean that Majorana mass ty£e ien't equal to *«ro«

Neutrino oscillations are insensitive to the nature of

neutrino mass matrix and can proceed independently from

2 л ^ ^ ) -decay. Neutrino mas3 measured by tritium ft -

-spectrum must be nonzero if 2 л (
5 У
0 -decay or/and 0 -



-oscillations (including 0 & ) take place. The inverse

statement is obviously not valid.Pig. "0 illustrates the

connection of the three phenomena discussed here.

Fig. 10.

I am grateful to Jrof . I.Yu,Kobsarev for helpful

discuBSions»
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